
All
Areas

I use the communication model
I assume positive intentions of others
I use school appropriate language and
manners
I am honest and kind at all times
I wait for my turn to speak
I follow directions the first time given
I am respectful of school property

I keep belongings in my designated
space
I am prepared
I stay on task

I keep hands, feet, and objects to
myself
I use supplies correctly

I work well with others
I keep my area clean
I am accountable for my actions
I ask for help
I do my own work
I report inappropriate behavior to
an adult

Bathroom
I show respect and courtesy to others
privacy and property
I quickly and quietly take care of
business

I keep water in the sink
I wait my turn

I go directly to the bathroom
I return to class quickly
I wash my hands with one pump of
soap

I flush when I am finished
I keep the bathroom clean
I report unsafe conditions

Bus
I follow all directions from the bus
driver
I keep the aisle clear

I keep all food, treats, and gum in my
backpack

I stay quietly seated in assigned seat
facing forward
I enter and exit the bus in a calm
manner

I listen to music with one ear bud
I am responsible for my
electronics and other belongings

Cafeteria I keep my area clean
I invite others sitting alone to join

I stay in assigned seat/area until
dismissed
I walk at all times

I clean up after myself
I eat only my food

I keep food and drink in cafeteria
I eat in a timely manner

Gymnasium I stand for the Pledge of Allegiance
I listen to announcements

I sit quietly in assigned area I ask permission to leave the gym I keep track of my belongings

Hallways
I respect personal space of those
around me
I respect other classrooms learning

I walk on the right
I keep my locker organized
I use my backpack before and after
school only

I walk with a purpose
I keep outside doors closed
I walk in a single file line

I arrive to class on time

Playground I respect other classrooms learning
I share and return equipment
I line up when directed

I stop and listen when a whistle is
blown
I dress appropriately for the weather

I follow rules
I report situations honestly to
adults
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